By Pete Koenig, GPS Mapping Coordinator

K

risten Jordan and Dr. Chris
Schmeissner of Jefferson County
GIS attended the 2010 KRWA
Conference in Wichita shortly after
returning from the ESRI users’
conference in San Diego. They seemed
excited. They were in fact, ecstatic
about the technology they had learned
about at the ESRI conference. I
inquired more. They started weaving
tall tales of “Cloud Computing”. It all
seemed very far-fetched to me, but they
were convinced, two years ago, that this
was the future of software and
Information Technology (IT). And so, it
has come to pass.
Cloud computing is the delivery of
computing as a service rather than a
product, whereby shared resources
(software and information) are
provided to users over the Internet.
The services that are offered in “the
Cloud” are limitless. Any type of
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needs to be installed on the local
program can be uploaded or installed
computer to run and provide
in the Cloud and thus run from several
information!
computers that have the proper
This technology has been used for
clearance. Google Docs, Google Maps,
some time now, but has never been as
Google Earth, Google Translate are all
examples of Cloud computing. Google
readily available as it is today. In 2006,
Translate, for those who haven’t used
Amazon Web Service (AWS) was
it, is a program that is running in the
launched and still remains the godfather
cloud and available for public access.
in the fast growing market of Cloud
Enter a word, phrase or sentence in
Computing providers. Google also
any language, tell the program what
offers “Cloud Space” and is arguably a
language to convert it to, and the
better provider. Since 2007,
program gives you an answer!
trademark filings by
This seems very
companies have
The software
commonplace today, but
increased
program no longer
for those of us who still
significantly.
remember Apple
From 2008 to
needs to be installed
computers that you had
2009, the number
on the local computer increased by 483
to touch the ground
percent – which
plate before using, this
to run and provide
demonstrates that
is akin to finding
information!
this type of
Shakespeare’s iPad! The
computing is not going
software program no longer
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away anytime soon. And we are lucky
to have it! Benefits of operating within
the Cloud are dramatic! With the
availability of skilled IT personnel who
are already employed at centers like
Amazon and Google, downtime is
nearly eliminated. Initial purchase costs
for software can be diverted and instead
invested in Cloud space to run the
programs and provide more storage or
usage. Money normally spent on
hardware repair, IT assistance and
personnel can be saved and invested
elsewhere. The money that was once
spent on large, expensive servers and
rack-type hardware systems can be
either invested in new, faster
communication lines or simply saved.
All of these technological advances
are exciting to KRWA Mapping!
KRWA is embarking on a new
enterprise, and Cloud computing may
be the answer to the dilemmas of
software and support. Ultimately, trips
to local cities and RWDs may be
eliminated after initial GPS data
collection of their infrastructure. If an
online process existed that allowed
users to log in and make edits, follow-

up trips to conduct final corrections or
operator could make a repair in the
additional data collection
field, go back to the office
could be minimal!
and reflect that repair
This could be very
online. The database
In exchange for this
cost effective for
would be updated
fee, the end users would
users as it
in real-time. But,
would allow
have 24-hour access to their if the operator
local systems
went home at the
digital maps and the ability
to perform
end of the day,
updates on their
and suddenly
to record edits at their
maps. The costs
remembered
convenience.
could be affordable
something that he had
for everyone. KRWA
forgotten to add while he
would recoup the associated
was in the office, he could log
costs of hosting an online mapping
in from his home computer and edit as
service by charging a nominal monthly,
if he were at his desk at the utility!
or annual fee. In exchange for this fee,
Once again, this sounds quite common
the end users would have 24-hour
and “easy” by today’s standards of
access to their digital maps and the
ATM instant cash dispensing and
ability to record edits at their
secure on-line credit card transactions.
convenience. Plus, system personnel
However, taking into account that a
would always have access to the most
1.75 GB program is running
current version of their utility maps!
“somewhere” in the world (most likely
Editing in the Cloud allows this type of
someplace in a cooler climate to protect
process because the program
against overheating of the equipment
(ArcServer or ArcEditor) would run “in
like Greenland or Finland) and we are
cyberspace” and be available to users
able to instantaneously access and
from any computer or workstation with
utilize that program which “grabs” data
Internet access. For example, an
from a remote location like the Data
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Access and Support Center in
already been encountered and fixed and
Lawrence, Kansas, then overlays that
can therefore be avoided. A very simple
data onto an aerial photograph that the
but real problem here at the KRWA
program “grabbed” from the USGS site
office is a power outage. During the
in Utah and put it all together in the
summer, “brown outs” and electric
correct order on a computer in Seneca,
“blinking” are frequent. Although a
KS…well, that’s just amazing! And
power surge would affect our local
that is what we’re trying to accomplish
abilities to get online with a Cloudhere at KRWA with Cloud computing.
based service, if KRWA were to invest
We’re trying to make “the amazing”,
in servers and house the entire online
seem like “every day”. It’s like a car
portal on-site, a power surge could be
speeding up when we push the
devastating to the integrity of the
accelerator; we don’t need
data! Not only could such
Online
to know what happens
power fluctuations
inside the carburetor
compromise the
mapping may be a
– it just works!
stored data, but
challenge to implement
Online mapping
in an emergency
and has significant costs. But, situation, when
may be a
challenge to
state or local
after the initial investment,
implement and has
agencies need to
the end result should be access online
significant costs.
But, after the initial
maps, if the local
a real benefit.
investment and
KRWA servers housed
installation, the end result
the entire service including
should be a real benefit. Cities and
the programs and data it would be
RWDs will realize a cost savings and
unavailable because of a power failure.
readily have the ability to update their
The Cloud, on the other hand, is not
own maps. Online mapping has already
subject to such inconveniences.
been developed and is available in the
Amazon and Google certainly have
Cloud. There is no need to reinvent the
back up systems and redundancy in
process. Problems and “bugs” have
place to ensure that down time stays as
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close to zero as possible. The users just
have to maintain Internet access.
The Cloud is available to anyone for
virtually any purpose. Just in Google’s
application page, there are programs for
organizing a calendar, taking on-line
payments, exploring the earth, creating
and sharing online documents, building
3D models, developing codes and of
course for online socializing, etc. All of
these applications are programs that are
accessible by simply logging in.
Custom applications can be developed
and uploaded or existing programs can
be used to develop and utilize “sub
programs” or templates to ensure
consistency. Either method will
produce results that benefit users and
providers for a multitude of needs.
Chris and Kristen were right on that
Wednesday afternoon in 2010. Cloud
computing appears to be the process of
the future.
Pete Koenig is GPS/GIS
Mapping Coordinator at
KRWA where he has been
employed since 2004.
He also has worked on
KAN STEP projects and
has been involved in other
Association activities.

